We study the transverse-field Ising model with infinite-range coupling and spontaneous emission on every site. We find that there is spin squeezing in steady state due to the presence of the transverse field. This means that there is still entanglement, despite the decoherence from spontaneous emission. We analytically calculate fluctuations beyond mean-field theory using a phase-space approach, which involves converting the master equation into a Fokker-Planck equation for the Wigner function. Our calculations are relevant to current experiments with trapped ions.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been increasing interest in studying the behavior of interacting atomic ensembles in the presence of realistic dissipation. Recent experiments with coldatoms motivate studying the effect of spontaneous emission, since it is an inherent feature of atomic systems. In particular, it has been shown that the interplay between coherent and dissipative evolution leads to rich phases and dynamics . Intuitively, spontaneous emission leads to decoherence of the many-body wave function and thus makes the system more classical. This raises the question of whether there are any quantum features left in the many-body system.
We are interested in whether entanglement survives in the presence of spontaneous emission on every site. There are several ways of measuring entanglement, but we focus on spin squeezing [28] , since it is a sufficient condition for pairwise entanglement [29] . Here, instead of trying to generate the most possible squeezing (as was studied previously [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] ), we ask whether squeezing survives under adverse conditions. We focus on the Ising model with infinite-range coupling since it is the wellknown one-axis twisting Hamiltonian (J 2 z ) [31] . It was recently shown that in the absence of a transverse field, spontaneous emission causes the squeezing to decay over time, so that the system eventually becomes unentangled [16, 17] .
In this paper, we find that the addition of a transverse field allows spin squeezing to survive in steady state, which means that there is still entanglement. We use a phase-space approach, which is a convenient way of including fluctuations beyond mean-field theory [38, 39] . The phase-space approach is ideally suited for handling large atomic ensembles, which are difficult to simulate numerically. In this approach, the collective atomic state is represented by a Wigner function, similar to the Wigner function for a harmonic oscillator. We convert the master equation into a Fokker-Planck equation for the Wigner function, from which we calculate correlation functions and spin squeezing.
Our calculations are quantitatively relevant to current experiments with trapped ions. Recent experiments have implemented the transverse-field Ising model with infinite-range coupling for a large number of ions [40, 41] . By controllably adding dissipation via optical pumping [22] , one obtains the model we study here. Our results are qualitatively relevant to experiments with Rydberg atoms [2] [3] [4] , although the Rydberg interaction is not infinite range. It is worth mentioning that Rydberg experiments have recently observed bistability.
In Sec. II, we define the dissipative transverse-field Ising model. In Sec. III, we provide some background on the phase-space approach, and then we apply it to our model. In Sec. IV, we review the mean-field steady states. We calculate correlations in Sec. V and spin squeezing in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL
Consider an ensemble of N atoms, each with ground state | ↓ and excited state | ↑ . We study the following Hamiltonian:
where σ nx , σ ny , σ nz are the Pauli matrices for atom n. This is the Ising model with transverse and longitudinal fields. The coupling is infinite range, i.e., an atom interacts with all other atoms with the same strength. We define the longitudinal field and interaction in this way in order to make the physics more transparent and to simplify later expressions. To understand what the parameters mean, one can rewrite Eq. (1) as
Now it is clear that each atom is driven by a laser with Rabi frequency Ω and detuning ∆. The interaction is such that when atom m is in | ↑ , it effectively shifts the detuning of atom n by V /N . (This interaction is similar to Rydberg blockade [42] .)
The entanglement and spin-squeezing properties of this model without spontaneous emission were studied previously in Refs. [43, 44] . We assume that | ↑ spontaneously decays into | ↓ with rate γ, and the decay is independent for each atom. We choose this kind of dissipation because it leads to significant decoherence, and we want to see whether entanglement survives under such pessimistic conditions. (A collective type of dissipation would lead to less decoherence). Also, independent decay is straightforward to implement experimentally via optical pumping [22] . To include spontaneous emission in the model, we consider the master equation for the density matrix ρ:
where σ n± = (σ nx ±σ ny )/2. The dissipation here is quite different from the spin-boson model [45] . Here, the atoms are not in thermal equilibrium with the reservoir, and we are interested in the steady state of the master equation instead of the joint ground state of the atom-reservoir system. This model and low-dimensional versions of it have been studied previously using mean-field theory and numerical simulations [5-8, 11-14, 46] . One interesting feature is that there is bistability, i.e., there are two steady states with different amounts of excitation [ Fig. 1(a) ]. In this paper, we analytically calculate fluctuations beyond mean-field theory. The goal is to calculate correlations like J + J z with respect to the steady state of the master equation. However, the master equation is difficult to work with for large N . It is more convenient to use a phase-space approach, which we describe next.
III. WIGNER REPRESENTATION

A. Background
The purpose of the phase-space approach is to convert a density matrix (with many elements) into a probability distribution of a few variables [38, 39] . (It is actually a quasiprobability distribution, since it can be negativevalued.) In other words, one seeks to represent a quantum state with a classical function. Instead of calculating expectation values of operators using the density matrix, one calculates expectation values using the probability distribution. The advantage of the phase space approach is that one can convert the master equation into a linear Fokker-Planck equation for the probability distribution, from which it is easy to extract correlations.
The phase-space approach is useful for the dissipative transverse-field Ising model, because it provides a systematic way of including fluctuations beyond mean-field theory. In fact, it is basically a way of doing perturbation theory in 1/N . In the limit of infinite N , an atom interacts with an infinite number of atoms, so the average state (or "mean field") evolves deterministically according to the mean-field equations derived previously [5, 46] . However, when N is finite, there are fluctuations due to the finite sample size; for example, whenever an atom spontaneously decays, the mean field instantaneously changes. When N is large but finite, one can think of the system as evolving mostly according to the deterministic mean-field equations but with some noise, called "quantum noise" [38, 39] . These fluctuations are responsible for the correlations that we want to calculate.
Although the phase-space approach is more commonly used to describe states of a harmonic oscillator (like an optical mode), it can also be used to describe the collective state of an atomic ensemble [38, 39] . The difference is that one needs to keep track of three spin operators (J + , J z , J − ) instead of the creation and annihilation operators (a, a † ). There are several different phase-space representations, corresponding to different ways of ordering operator products when calculating expectation values, but should all give the same answer in the end. The most common representations are P , Q, and Wigner, which correspond to normal, anti-normal, and symmetric ordering, respectively.
In this paper, we use the Wigner representation because it is slightly more convenient for calculating spin squeezing. (In the Appendix, we also provide the equation of motion for the P representation.) The Wigner representation for atoms was developed by Gronchi and Lugiato [47] and Agarwal et al. [48] . To convert a density matrix ρ into a Wigner function, one first finds the symmetric-ordered characteristic function,
where
The Wigner function is then the Fourier transform of the characteristic function:
where · · · S means that the operators should be ordered symmetrically, i.e., AB S = [47] . First, we need to calculate the equations of motion for J + , J − , and J z ; these provide the first-order (drift) terms in the partial differential equation. Then we need to calculate the equations of motion for symmetric-ordered operator pairs like J + J − S ; these provide the second-order (diffusion) terms. Using the fact that the expectation value of an operatorÔ obeys the equation of motion d Ô /dt = tr[Ôρ], whereρ is given in Eq. (5), we find
Note that the dissipative terms (which involve γ) can be adapted from Eq. (6.139) of Ref. [38] . Gronchi and Lugiato's procedure is as follows [47] . If the expectation values obey the equations of motion
then the Wigner function obeys the equation of motion
The coefficients d prq p r q are classified according to n = p + r + q. Coefficients with n = 1 correspond to first-order derivatives in Eq. (16), while those with n = 2 correspond to second-order derivatives. The d coefficients are related to the C coefficients as follows:
where one takes C = 0 if one of its indices is negative. Applying this procedure to Eqs. (9)- (14), we obtain the equation of motion for W (v, v * , m, t),
where D extra means third-order and higher derivatives. Since we will eventually linearize around the steady state solution, we do not need to calculate D extra explicitly. Now we introduce averaged variables:v
whereby Eq. (19) becomes
C. Linearization and Fokker-Planck equation
Equation (22) is not yet a Fokker-Planck equation due to the presence of D extra . One cannot simply drop D extra , since the resulting nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation contains corrections that are the same order as terms in D extra . The systematic way to obtain a Fokker-Planck equation is to do a "system size expansion" as explained in Refs. [38, 39] . We first notice that the coefficients of the second-order terms all scale as ∼ 1/N . Thus when N is large,W is narrowly peaked at a point in (v,v * ,m) space, and the peak moves according to the first-order (drift) terms of Eq. (22):
These are just the mean-field equations derived previously [5, 46] . After some transient,W ends up centered on a steady-state solution of these equations, denoted by (v ss ,v * ss ,m ss ). The steady states will be discussed further in Sec. IV.
When N is finite, the system fluctuates around the steady state. Let us write the fluctuations as
The system size expansion means to linearize Eq. (22) around the mean-field solution (expanding the coefficients of first-order derivatives to first order in the fluctuations and expanding the coefficients of second-order derivatives to zeroth order in the fluctuations), while dropping derivatives above second order. The Wigner function for the fluctuations obeys a linear Fokker-Planck equation:
It is convenient to rewrite this in terms of matrices:
A is just the Jacobian of the mean-field equations [Eqs. (23)- (25)]. One can show that D is positive semidefinite.
(However, even if D were not positive semidefinite, the calculated correlations would still be correct, as can be shown using the positive P representation [39, 49] ). Now that we have a linear Fokker-Planck equation, we are ready to calculate correlations. But before proceeding, we discuss the steady states, since A and D have to be evaluated there.
IV. STEADY STATES
The mean-field equations [Eqs. (23)- (25)] are similar to the optical Bloch equations for a two-level atom driven by a laser, where we identifyv = σ − ,v * = σ + , and the inversionm = σ z . The equations are actually nonlinear, since the effective detuning ∆ − V 2 (m + 1) depends onm. This renormalization of the detuning makes sense from Eq. (2), where the excitation of one atom shifts the effective detuning of another.
It is known that the mean-field equations are bistable for sufficiently large Ω, ∆, V [5, 7, 46] . An example bifurcation diagram with bistability is shown in Fig. 1(a) , and an example without bistability is shown in Fig. 2(a) . In the bistable region, there are two steady states: one with low excitation (m ≈ −1) and one with high excitation (m ≈ 0). We call these the lower and upper branch, respectively. The reason for the bistability is simple. When ∆ is large, it makes sense for the system to be near the ground state, i.e., in the lower branch. However, if the system is already in the upper branch, the effective detuning ∆ − V 2 (m + 1) is small, so the system remains excited. This is an example of "intrinsic optical bistability," which means that the bistability is due to the interaction between atoms instead of the interaction with a cavity mode [50] .
The steady-state solutions are found by setting Eqs. (23)- (25) to zero and solving form,v,v * . The steady-state values ofm are given by the zeros of a cubic polynomial:
whereby one finds the steady-state values ofv,v * :
V. CORRELATIONS Equation (29) is a linear Fokker-Planck equation, i.e., the drift depends linearly on the variables, while the diffusion is constant. For such an equation, it is easy to calculate the covariance matrix:
But how is C related to correlations of the collective spin operators J ± , J z ? To see the connection, we first define average collective spin operators, in analogy with Eq. (20):
Based on the quantum-classical correspondence in Eq. correlations [38] .)
To find C, we solve the matrix equation [38] AC
We get an analytical expression for C, but it is fairly complicated, so we do not write it out here. It is worth mentioning that every element of C scales as ∼ 1/(N |A|), where |A| is the determinant of A. Example plots of correlations are shown in Figs. 1(b-c) and 2(b-c) . For a given set of parameters, one needs to first calculate the steady state (v ss ,v * ss ,m ss ), and then plug it into the expression for C.
The validity of the linearized theory (how large N must be) can be self-consistently checked by comparing the predicted fluctations withv ss ,v * ss ,m ss . In general, the validity depends on the parameter values. For example, the correlations diverge at the critical points (the onset of bistability) since |A| = 0 there. Thus, in the vicinity of the critical point, the linear theory is no longer valid, sinceW is no longer narrowly peaked at (v ss ,v * ss ,m ss ). These large fluctuations cause the system to jump from one branch to the other [6, 7, 12] . Similar divergences are seen in other bistable systems, such as cavity QED [51] and Josephson circuits [52] .
VI. SPIN SQUEEZING
Now we calculate spin squeezing. It is convenient to rewrite the correlations in Eq. (36) in terms ofJ x ,J y instead ofJ + ,J − :
We calculate the spin-squeezing parameter ξ 2 as defined by Kitagawa and Ueda [31] . Suppose the Bloch vector (J x ,J y ,J z ) has polar angle θ and azimuthal angle φ. Then the spin-squeezing parameter is [28] : 
There is spin squeezing when ξ 2 < 1. Note that Eq. (45) is slightly different from Eq. (57) of Ref. [28] , due to our definitions in Eqs. (3) and (35) .
Since all the correlations in Eq. (36) scale as 1/N , ξ 2 is independent of N . Figures 1(d) and 2(d) plot ξ 2 for different parameter values. We find that ξ 2 < 1 in general whenever V = 0, so there is always spin-squeezing in the interacting system. When there is bistability, ξ 2 is minimum (squeezing is maximum) at the critical point of the lower branch. In Fig. 1(d) , ξ 2 ≈ 0.52 at the critical point. For very large |∆|, ξ 2 approaches 1 because the atoms are mostly in the ground state and thus not squeezed.
The fact that there is squeezing makes sense, since the Ising interaction (J 2 z ) is just the one-axis twisting Hamiltonian [31] . However, the presence of the transverse field is important for retaining squeezing in steady state. In Refs. [16, 17] , it was shown that in the absence of a transverse field, the squeezing decays over time since spontaneous emission puts all the atoms in the ground state in steady state. The effect of the transverse field is to reexcite the atoms after they decay, so that the interaction can re-squeeze them. This is clearly seen in Fig. 3 , which plots ξ 2 as a function of V and Ω for ∆ = 0. In the absence of a transverse field (Ω = 0), there is no squeezing in steady state (ξ 2 = 1), but the addition of a small field leads to squeezing (ξ 2 < 1). Note that in the limit Ω → ∞, there is again no squeezing (ξ 2 → 1), because the atoms are completely saturated and the density matrix is a product of mixed states.
Spin squeezing is a sufficient condition for pairwise entanglement, which means that the density matrix cannot be written as a sum of product states [29] . Thus, the fact that there is spin squeezing here means that there is still entanglement in steady state, despite the decoherence from spontaneous emission. In a recent work on the central spin model with collective decay, it was found that there could be infinite squeezing in steady state (ξ 2 → 0) [21] . However, in our model there is only a finite amount of squeezing (ξ 2 0.5). This is probably due to the fact that we assume independent decay, which causes much more decoherence than collective decay. In another dissipative spin model based on the anisotropic Heisenberg (XYZ) interaction with independent decay, the squeezing was also found to be finite (ξ 2 ≥ 0.5) [22] . The spin squeezing here is reminiscent of the bosonic squeezing of a cavity mode, studied in the context of the parametric oscillator [53, 54] and cavity QED [55, 56] .
VII. CONCLUSION
We have calculated the correlations and spin squeezing for the dissipative transverse-field Ising model. We have found that the system is still entangled in steady state despite spontaneous emission. The phase-space approach used here can also be applied to other types of dissipation, like dephasing and collective decay [48] , as well as multi-level atoms [57] .
When the system is bistable and N is relatively small, quantum noise causes transitions between the two steady states [6, 7, 12] . It is possible to use the phase-space approach to calculate the mean first-passage time, i.e., the average time it takes to go from one steady state to the other [58] [59] [60] . The starting point is the nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation obtained by dropping the higher order derivatives in Eq. (22) . Alternatively, one can use the positive P representation [49, 59, 61] . We will address this topic in a future publication.
As stated in the introduction, it is possible to implement the infinite-range transverse-field Ising model with trapped ions [40, 41] , so our results are directly relevant to trapped-ion experiments. Recent theoretical works have also simulated the dissipative model in the opposite regime, i.e., on a one dimensional lattice with nearestneighbor coupling [5, 7, 8, [12] [13] [14] , as motivated by experiments with Rydberg atoms [2] [3] [4] . In this case, the correlation between atoms decays with distance; the lower critical dimension for long-range order in this model is an open question. But it is interesting that there is still entanglement between nearest neighbors in 1D, especially in the bistable region [12] .
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